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BiometricsMcGraw-Hill, 2002
Several years ago, several biometric industry analysts, an author of this book included, regularly appeared at annual conferences to speak on the future of biometrics and proclaimed:

“1997 is the Year of Biometrics.”

The following year, the pronouncement became:

“1998 is the Year of...
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Bash Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 2006

	In this quick reference, you'll find everything you need to know about the bash shell. Whether you print it out or read it on the screen, this book gives you the answers to the annoying questions that always come up when you're writing shell scripts: What characters do you need to quote? How do you get variable substitution to do...
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Fundamental Mathematical Structures of Quantum Theory: Spectral Theory, Foundational Issues, Symmetries, Algebraic FormulationSpringer, 2019

	
		This textbook presents in a concise and self-contained way the advanced fundamental mathematical structures in quantum theory. It is based on lectures prepared for a 6 months course for MSc students. The reader is introduced to the beautiful interconnection between logic, lattice theory, general probability theory, and general...
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Handbook Of Pi And Pid Controller Tuning RulesImperial College Press, 2009
The vast majority of automatic controllers used to compensate industrial processes are PI or PID type. This book comprehensively compiles, using a unified notation, tuning rules for these controllers proposed from 1935 to 2008. The tuning rules are carefully categorized and application information about each rule is given. This book discusses...
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Graphics for Statistics and Data Analysis with R (Chapman & Hall/CRC Texts in Statistical Science)CRC Press, 2010

	
		Graphics for Statistics and Data Analysis with R presents the basic principles of sound graphical design and applies these principles to engaging examples using the graphical functions available in R. It offers a wide array of graphical displays for the presentation of data, including modern tools for data...
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Modeling Maximum Trading Profits with C++: New Trading and Money Management ConceptsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"Mr. Salov has taken one of my favorite creations – Perfect Profit – and provided an expanded description of his interpretation of it and put it in your hands with the included software. Like I said fifteen years ago, Perfect Profit is an important tool for the trading system developer. See for yourself."
...
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Metaheuristics: Progress in Complex Systems Optimization (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2007
Metaheuristics has grown and continues to grow steadily. Seen both from the technical point of view and from the application-oriented side, these optimization tools have established their value in a remarkable story of success. Researchers have demonstrated the ability of these methods to solve hard combinatorial problems of practical sizes within...
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AppleScript: A Comprehensive Guide to Scripting and Automation on Mac OS XFriends of Ed, 2004

	AppleScript is a high level scripting language that resides on the Mac platform. It can be used to add functionality to the Mac operating system, automating tasks, adding functions, making things easier. AppleScript has always been very useful, and with Mac OS X, it can be taken even further than before.


	This book goes the extra...
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An Implementation Guide to Compiler WritingMcGraw-Hill, 1982

	An important aspect of teaching a course in compiler writing is to illustrate
	the key theoretical concepts normally taught in such a course. A frequently used
	strategy for achieving this goal is to have a student design a simple programming
	language and implement a compiler for this language. Many texts in compiler
	writing do not,...
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Excel VBA 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2011

	Increase your productivity and save time and effort with Excel VBA


	This unique book-and-DVD package prepares you to get more out of Excel by using Visual Basic for Applications (VBA) to automate your routine or labor-intensive Excel tasks. Microsoft Excel MVP and author Tom Urtis walks through a series of lessons while the...
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Using Community Informatics to Transform RegionsIdea Group Publishing, 2003
           Text develops an integrative, cross-sectoral approach in the use of Community Informatics to increase social and cultural capital as a means to increased sustainability for regional communities. For policy developers, researchers, and students. Hardcover, softcover available from the publisher. DLC: Community...
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Lymphoma (Methods in Molecular Medicine)Humana Press, 2005

	A cutting-edge collection of readily reproducible molecular techniques to better understand, classify, and treat lymphoma. Among the highlights are methods to use immunoglobulin gene rearrangements as markers of clonality, to exploit patterns of somatic mutation in the variable regions to indicate at which stage transformation occurred, and...
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